
      
 Welcome to your new journey through Rattie Parenthood!   

 
First of foremost, 

CONGRATULATIONS!!!! 
  

 
I’ve compiled several elements of basic and not so basic rat friend care.  Of 

course the first questions most people ask are what do rats eat, where do rats live, 
and what do rats do for fun.  So let’s dive in! 

 
Rat Nutrition 

 
Your new friend will want a healthy and natural diet when at all possible, but 

there are fantastic foods on the pet store shelf so don’t worry if you can’t create 
culinary masterpieces daily for your rat friends. 

 
We’ll start with the brands I personally prefer, not that every rat owner or breeder 

agrees so don’t hesitate to research extra. 
 

Branded Foods 
 

*Mazuri Mouse & Rat Food 
*Oxbow Essentials Regal Adult Rat Food 

*Science Selective Rat Food 
 

For younger rats 
*Oxbow Essentials Young Rat Food 

 
Not saying these are the only “good” brands, just only ones I’d use for my colo-
nies.  As far as more gourmet or homemade diets, you’ll want a nice mix of dif-
ferent types of foods.  On the next page we’ll go through my homemade mixes. 



 
Homemade Diets 

 
A healthy mix of carbs, protein, and healthy fats.  By healthy I mean mostly carbs, 
a little bit of protein, and teeny bit of healthy fats.  Carbohydrates are a super im-
portant part of your rat’s diet because like many small mammals have very fast 

metabolisms.  Carbs are the staple for a healthy and active rat and should make up 
approximately 75-80% of your rat’s diet. 

 
Because rat’s fur, nails, and teeth are constantly growing and repairing lies in 

where protein is needed to assist.  Young and reproducing females do tend to re-
quire a slightly higher protein intake.  Their diet should consist of no more then 

25% protein and certainly closer to 20% for altered or non-producing adults.  
 

As anyone that’s housed rats knows...rats are chunkers when left to their own de-
vises.  It’s important to limit fats in your rat’s diet, but not eliminating them.  No 

more then 5% fat is suggested.   
 

So what do you feed them? 
 

I’d suggest a similar to below mix: 
 

 Dry Rolled Oats 
 Quinoa 

 Flaked Cereal 
 Puffed Wheat Cereal 

 Unsalted Soy Nuts (limited) 
 Dry Pasta 

 Sunflower seeds (limited) 
 Lab Pellets (or one of the brands above...I use Mazuri) 

 Fresh or dried veggies (dandelion leaves and kale are my fresh) 
 

Obviously, any foods I use are organic  
and/or low (preferably no) sodium or sugar. 

 



 
Now that we’ve knocked out the feeding frenzy, let’s move on to housing. 

 
Rats like to explore, climb, play, and forage so not only is their cage a safe zone, 

but also a playhouse.  Even if you plan to have your rat free roam some of the day 
a proper cage set up is imperative to a healthy happy rat. 

 
As I’d never suggest having a single rat, you’ll want to consider a cage big enough 
to accommodate two rats at minimum.  This cage should have plenty of ventilation 

above everything.  Rats are susceptible to respiratory infections and not having 
ample ventilation can make this a deadly situation fast. 

 
Secondly, rats need space.  Vertical and horizontal space at that.  Me personally, I 

suggest per two rats a minimum of 36” X 24” X 24”.  In addition to a big ole’ ven-
tilated cage, you want to avoid those rattie feets from resting on a wire floor when 
possible.  These kind of floors make clean up easier, I get it, but it’s bad news for 
those teeny tootsies.  Just plop down something on the bottom to cover up those 

wire floors.  I prefer a roll of vinyl that is easy to remove and clean, but a lot of rat 
parents use fleece or even tile.   

 
Next we move into the wonderful wonder of cage “decorating”! 

Rats love climbing and hiding.  Providing lots of climbing elements is imperative.  
I use large and medium posable rope (usually in the bird department), ledges, 

branches, etc… 
Next you’ll want to have at least one hammock available, fabric or plastic.  I prefer 
the Spudnik with some fleece scraps and bedding for easier sanitizing.  Additional-
ly you rats will need activity items whether it’s dig boxes, foraging toys, tunnels, 

and so on.  They like stuff! 
 

Now if you are lucky enough to have a cage with plastic or metal pans then you’ll 
want the skinny on bedding.  I personally use Aspen Shavings and Paper Bedding 
only.  Only use Kiln Dried Pine, pine and cedar can be bad for small animals if not 
Kiln Dried.  If you do use paper bedding you really want to change the bedding of-
ten.  Fleece is not always my friend, but I do like the easy of just washing it.  There 

are tons of bedding/liner options and it’s fun to determine the best for you. 



 
I think that just about wraps up our cage minimums, but a tip to remember is glass 
or plastic tanks shouldn’t be a full home for a rat.  There isn’t enough ventilation 

to ensure a healthy respiratory environment.  
 
 

Moving right along, let’s talk about handling and hygiene. 
  

Rats are friendly and most adore cuddles.  Not every rat is a cuddle muffin though 
and rats are communal beings and this means a trust bond must be formed.  To 

help bond with your rat, I’d suggest at minimum handling or playing with your rats 
for an hour or so daily.  Investing or making a bonding pouch or scarf is a great 

way to build a good bond.   
 

Treats are also a great way to win over your new friend.  My rats love yogie treats, 
like LOVE love them.  This are simply put, yogurt drops from the pet store.  They 

also are indulged with organic baby food for basic training as well as bonding. 
 

Hygiene… 
 

Rats clean themselves. So unless your rat is really nasty or got into some gross-
ness, don’t bother trying to bath them.  I definitely suggest investing in wet wipes 
and dry shampoo for sensitive puppies for basic cleaning and to de-stink a really 

stinky guy. 
 

Now hairless and patchwork rats have a slightly different beauty regiment.  Hair-
less rats especially have no fur to protect them skin from scratches or dying out.  
This means we need to supplement their skin with the moisture necessary to pro-
tect them.  Most people use organic coconut oils or salves to massage into their 

hairless’ skin.  I prefer a nose and paw salve for dogs.  The brand I use is called Pet 
Head Paw Butter.   

Additionally Red Eyed Rats as well as hairless rats tend to get the blood tears!  I 
know it’s sounds horrible.  You know how white dogs have those ugly tear stains, 
it’s more or less along those lines.  I tend to use my puppy wet wipes to keep eyes 

clean and free of debris or tears.   



 
 

Alrighty. We’ve covered food, housing, home decorating, bonding, and hygiene!  
 

Let’s chat about rats in terms of their quirky habits.  
 

Rats like mouthing, nibbling, and pulling your fingers.  If your rat is performing 
any of these gentle grooming and bonding rituals, do not pull away or make the rat 
feel as if there are doing something wrong.  The jumping back or acting nervous or 
scared makes your rat scared, nervous, or even feel like they’ve poorly interacted 

with you.   
Understanding that these actions are not biting or aggressive is very important.  
Rats will rarely just bite you.  Startling them while sleeping may do the trick 

though, so don’t man handle a sleeping rat!  
 

Food hoarding is another quirk that is very ratty!  If you fed your rats in the morn-
ing and an hour later all the food in the dish is gone...don’t put more food in.  They 

are stashing their food in a “safe space” and will eat throughout the day.  
 

Rat Play!   
 

Rats are social and typically are amazing together.  You will see rats playing and 
even a little rough housing going on.  Rats will display middle acts of dominance, 

and this is okay as long as it’s not aggressive. 
 

When introducing new rats to your rats you really want to do it gradually and on 
neutral grounds to start.  Once there are no fights or aggression for several play-
dates over several days you can start introducing the new member to your main 

cage only when supervised. 
 

If you have a rat fight that results in boo boo’s you may be able to tend to smaller 
wounds yourself, but if it looks like vet business take them for peace of mind at 

minimum. 
 



 
 

A Short Unofficial Rat Variations Guide 
 
 

Now there so many different colors, patterns, and coat types. I really only speak 
for the ones I work with, but here’s down low on that. 

 
Smooth or standard coat is your very basic rat coat type and have straight whisk-

ers. 
 

Rex is the curly or wavy plush coat type with curly whiskers. 
 

DRex (double Rex) also have wavy coats but are typically patchy or thinner or 
barely there coats and curly whiskers. 

 
Harleys have longer fur and tend to have minor waves to their whiskers. 

 
Hairless are commonly mistaken with DRex. Unlike DRex, hairless coats rarely 

have whiskers or they are extremely thin whiskers. Hairless typically have no fair 
or extremely fine fur. 

 
Patchwork coats also can be mistaken for DRex coats. The dramatic difference is 
the patches of a Patchwork continuously change throughout their lifecycle and are 

typically symmetrical. Their whiskers are curly as well. 
 

There’s a few specific skincare reminders for Harleys and Hairless coats. Harleys 
require a higher protein in their diet then typical rats to avoid skin issues. Hairless 
tend to have drier skin and can get easier scratched by other rats. The key is to use 
a organic paw and nose balm for dogs or cats (a good brand is in the links section). 
And if you do see scratches just make sure use some Neosporin or something for 
small animal wounds (a good brand is in the links section). Easily dealt with is-

sues, but important to know. 
 
. 



 
 

A Short Unofficial Rat Variations Guide Cont... 
 
 

So that’s about all about coat types. Now let’s look at ears and eyes. This is pretty 
easy. Dumbo ears which sit down to the sides and are larger. Top ears are small 

and on top of their head. Eyes are typically red or black and on occasion odd eyed 
which can one black and one red or sometimes two shades of red. 

 
Markings and colors get super complicated so it’s best to just pick your favorites 

on this one, but here are a just few labels to match some of my own. 
 
 

 

 Blue Agouti Silvermane    Agouti Hooded                 Black Self                   Russian Blue Self and Hooded 

Blue Martin Variegated Hooded    Agouti Berkshire Patchwork               Blue Point Siamese          Cinnamon Pearl Hooded Blaze   

 
Red Eyed 
White 



 
 

Rat to Rat Intros and Fights Covered! 
 

Now I’ll leave behind a few fun links to visit with goodies, cages, accessories, 
foods, and so forth to hopefully make your shopping easier. 

 
Food Brands: 
• OXBOW Essentials Regal Rat Adult Rat Food, 3-lb bag - Chewy.com  
• MAZURI Mouse & Rat Food, 25-lb bag - Chewy.com  
• SCIENCE SELECTIVE Mouse & Rat Food, 4.4-lb bag - Chewy.com  
• OXBOW Essentials Mouse & Young Rat Food, 2.5-lb bag - Chewy.com  
 
Treats: 
• BROWN'S Tropical Carnival Fortified Daily Diet Natural Mouse & Rat Food, 2

-lb bag - Chewy.com  
• LAFEBER Rascally Rat Nutri-Berries Rat Food, 10-oz bag - Chewy.com  
• KAYTEE Fiesta Blueberry Flavored Yogurt Dipped Hamster, Gerbil, Rat & 

Mouse Treats, 3.5-oz bag - Chewy.com  
• HAPPY HEN TREATS Double Frenzy Mealworm & Black Soldier Fly Larvae 

Chicken Treats, 30-oz bag - Chewy.com  
 
Hygiene and Health: 
• VETERICYN Plus Antimicrobial Ophthalmic Pet Gel (Free Shipping) | Chewy  
• VETERICYN Plus Antimicrobial Wound & Skin Care Pet Spray | Chewy (Free 

Shipping)  
• WARE Groom-N-Kit for Small Animals, 1 count - Chewy.com  
• PET HEAD Oatmeal Paw Butter 2 oz. | Chewy (Free Shipping)  
• PETSMONT Organic Dog Paw Balm, 2-oz jar - Chewy.com  
• FRISCO Sensitive Skin Wipes, 100 count - Chewy.com  
• TropiClean Waterless Hypo Allergenic Shampoo + Frisco Deodorizing Paw & 

Bum Wipes - Chewy.com  
 
 



 
 

Links Continued... 
 
Bedding: 
• ZOO MED Aspen Snake Bedding, 24-qt bag - Chewy.com  
• SMALL PET SELECT Small Pet Aspen Bedding, 113-L bag - Chewy.com  
• CAREFRESH Small Animal Bedding, Natural, 60-L - Chewy.com  
 
Cage Accessories: 
• LIXIT Critter Space Pod Small Animal Hideout, Large - Chewy.com  
• KAYTEE Natural Tree Trunk Small Animal Hideout, Color Varies, Large - 

Chewy.com  
• FRISCO Small Pet Forest Crinkle Plush Tunnel - Chewy.com  
• EXOTIC NUTRITION Hangouts Parachute Nest Small Animal Pouch - 

Chewy.com  
• SUPER BIRD CREATIONS Crinkle Crinkle Little Star Bird Toy, Small - 

Chewy.com  
• JW PET Medium Comfy Bird Perch, 32-in - Chewy.com  
• SUPER BIRD CREATIONS Rainbow Bridge Bird Toy, Medium/Large - 

Chewy.com  
• EXO TERRA Forest Branch, Small - Chewy.com  
• GALAPAGOS Sinkable Driftwood Terrarium & Aquarium Accessory, Natural, 

Medium/Large - Chewy.com  
 
Cages: 
• MIDWEST Critter Nation Deluxe Small Animal Cage, Single Story - 

Chewy.com  
• MIDWEST Critter Nation Deluxe Small Animal Cage, Single Story - 

Chewy.com  
 
Bonding Pouches and Scarves:  
 
• EXOTIC NUTRITION Snakeskin Small Animal Bonding Scarf - Chewy.com  
• EXOTIC NUTRITION Hangouts Teardrop Small Animal Carry Pouch - 

Chewy.com  



 
 

Links Continued... 
 
Carriers and Harnesses: 
• FRISCO Top Entry Two-Toned Small Pet Carrier, Navy, Small - Chewy.com  
• LIVING WORLD Small Animal Harness & Lead, Color Varies, Small - 

Chewy.com  
• LIVING WORLD Small Animal Carrier, Red & Grey, Large - Chewy.com  
 
 
Etsy is a awesome place to find goodies that are more “personalized” and 
“stylish”.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So that’s about that!   
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to ask and again this is just the options 
and tips I personally use or suggest.  This is in no way saying don’t do this or do 

this or that, it’s not meant to be a professional script of any sort. Just my own 
thoughts and suggestions based on my own experiences. 

Facebook.com/razzierodents (easiest method of communications) 
Wix.com/razzierodents 

Razzierodents@gmail.com 


